MANAGEMENT
assigned
coordinated
delegated
developed
directed
increased
led
managed
motivated
organized
produced
reviewed
strengthened
supervised
COMMUNICATION
addressed
arranged
communicated
corresponded
developed
defined
edited
influenced
motivated
negotiated
reported
researched
summarized
RESEARCH
clarified
collected
diagnosed
disproved
evaluated
examined
identified
interviewed
organized
researched
reported
reviewed
searched
studied
summarized
TECHNICAL
analyzed
assembled
calculated
computed
designed
devised
engineered
inspected
maintained
operated
programmed
repaired
trained
FINANCIAL
administered
analyzed
appraised
audited
balanced
budgeted
calculated
estimated
forecast
forecasted
planned
projected
reevaluated
reconciled
CREATIVE
composed
created
designed
developed
fashioned
formed
formulated
founded
integrated
introduced
molded
performed
planned
presented
produced
updated
HELPING
advised
assisted
clarified
coached
coordinated
counseled
demonstrated
educated
encouraged
facilitated
familiarized
guided
helped
maintained
modified
performed
referred
supported
upheld
CLERICAL
OR DETAIL
assembled
approved
arranged
catalogued
classified
collected
edited
executed
gathered
generated
implemented
maintained
observed
operated
organized
prepared
processed
purchased